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Abstract
The Riemann zeta function ζ(s), where s = σ+it and (σ, t) ∈ R,
is related to
∑
∞
1 n
−s by analytic continuation [4]. The tradi-
tional analysis pioneered by Riemann uses complex integration
of the function (−x)s/(ex − 1)dx/x around specific paths. A geo-
metrical examination of the accumulated steps n−s of the sum
reproduces the results of the complex analysis and gives new
insights into analytic continuation and the occurrence of ze-
ros. In particular, there is a detailed symmetry under which
each step n < np = [
√
t/2pi] corresponds to a region of conjugate
steps n¯ ∈ (n2p/(n+1/2), n
2
p/(n− 1/2)). End points of steps prior to
the center of symmetry are conjugate to steps having an angle
change of an odd multiple of pi, leading to conjugate regions of
linked (Euler, or Cornu) spirals. The sum of the steps in each
conjugate region (with end corrections) equals Q(s)ns−1, where
1
Q(s) = n1−2sp e
i(t+pi/4), independent of n. Analytically, this corre-
sponds to (2pii)s/Π(s − 1), the coefficient of the ratio of the nth
step to the integral of the nth imaginary axis pole of the gener-
ating function. The functional equation of ζ(s) is an expression
of the equality of the sums over n and the corresponding conju-
gate regions. Two points in the complex plane are specifically
recognized; a center of symmetry P (s), which is conjugate to
itself, and the point conjugate to the origin. The latter is shown
to agree with the previous methods of analytic continuation for
ζ(s), including Riemann’s general description of continuation as
“remaining valid” where the sum diverges. The sum of P (s) and
its symmetric counterpart Q(s)P (1 − s) is the Riemann-Siegel
(R-S) equation for ζ(s), and the lowest order geometrically de-
termined difference between the discrete sum
∑np
1 n
−s and P (s)
yields the first-order R-S correction as found by Riemann. A
geometrical construction similar to the limac¸on shows that zeros
occur when the directions of P (s) and Q(s)P (1− s) are opposed
and their magnitudes are equal. The magnitudes of these sur-
faces are seen to be equal when σ = 1/2, and their intersection
at σ = 1/2 is generally transverse. Zeros for other values of σ
require exceptional conditions, such as simultaneous zeros of the
sums for P (s) and P (1− s).
An expression is developed for the angles between adjacent
steps, modulo 2pi. Due to the modulus function, these angles
appear to be unrelated for large t/n, passing through a decreas-
ing succession of odd and even multiples of pi as n increases.
The shape, orientation and extent of these characteristic pat-
terns are examined systematically, beginning at the symmetry
center and progressing outward to the origin and its conjugate
point ζ(s). Analytical results are summarized for comparisons
with these features. In addition to the results cited above, this
visualization provides a new approach to investigation of other
features, such as the location, number and spacing of zeros, av-
erage values, determination of bounds and anomalous behavior
near closely spaced zeros. Use of the Landau formula relating
the primes to the sum of xρ over roots ρ = 1/2 + iαi [6], shows
that the sum of the prime steps p−s accounts, on average, for
the decrease of the real component from its initial value of unity
to zero for the zeros of ζ(s). The geometric methods developed
here may also be applicable to generalized ζ-functions, although
the detailed symmetry is no longer present.
1 Introduction
The diagram in Figure 1 is a cumulative sum of over 300 million steps 1/ns
in the complex plane for s = 1/2 + 109i, beginning with n = 1 at the origin.
Perhaps surprisingly for such a simple prescription, the resulting figure is highly
symmetric. There is a central step at n = 12615, shown in red. Also indicated is
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an axis of bilateral symmetry at the angle 121.275o/301.275o. The symmetry in
the scale of opposing features is unique to the value σ = 1/2, and the angles are
determined by t, which was chosen arbitrarily for this figure. This symmetry is
due to several elementary mathematical effects; the functional properties of the
logarithm, the nature of tlog(n) (mod, 2π) for large argument, and the addition
of steps in the complex plane. Careful inspection reveals that while features
on opposite sides of the axis have the same overall dimensions, their detailed
structure is not identical. An extreme example of this is that each of the initial
steps is replicated precisely by the center-to-center distances and angles of the
large, linked spirals.
With appropriate attention to convergence issues, the sum of these steps
gives one value of the function ζ(s). In this paper, simple geometric methods in-
volving points, line segments and angles in the complex plane are used to derive
the main features of ζ(s). The results of this detailed yet elementary geometric
number theory can be correlated with most, if not all, of those of the conven-
tional analysis. This view extends mathematical understanding and presents
new interpretations; in particular, a method of convergence is shown and jus-
tified mathematically, in which the truncation of the step sum with a specified
end correction provides the properly converged (mathematically termed contin-
ued) value of ζ. For values of s at which ζ = 0, the prime steps are shown to
be those for which the value of 1 after the first step eventually decreases to 0.
Other examples are explored by this technique, such as the occurrence of zeros,
and there are undoubtedly many opportunities for further discoveries.
Following an introductory discussion of the features of ζ(s) and its relation
to the prime numbers, the remainder of the paper is divided into two parts.
First, calculational methods to treat the geometry of the Argand diagram are
presented, and its characteristic patterns are explored systematically. A se-
lective summary of the results of analytic number theory is then provided to
correlate the geometrical results with those of the conventional analytical meth-
ods. This combination of the two approaches adds greatly to the understanding
of Riemann’s famous function.
2 Why is ζ(s) of Interest?
ζ(s) is a complex function of the argument s = σ + it which has one pole, at
(1 + i0)[2, 4, 11, 12]. It has “trivial” zeros at negative even integers, and at
nonuniformly but precisely located positions on the “critical strip” 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1.
As far as is known, all of these lie on the line σ = 1/2. Figure 2 shows ζ on the
domain σ ∈ (1/2, 1) (with σ = 1/2 on the front edge) and t ∈ (7001.8, 7007.2)
(from left to right). Each point of this figure is determined by an Argand
diagram of about 2000 steps if summed directly, or 33 steps if the symmetry
investigated here is exploited. For large σ, ζ approaches 1 + i0; in general, the
real component is distinguished by being larger than the imaginary component.
“Flutes” of increasing amplitude form in both the real and imaginary sheets as
σ is decreased across the critical strip. Note that there are several places on the
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Figure 2: ζ(σ + it) for σ ∈ (1/2, 1) and t ∈ (7001.8, 7007.2).The surface repre-
senting the real component of ζ is the one that is generally larger.
front edge where the real and imaginary components are simultaneously zero.
Two of these near the center are quite closely spaced, too closely to be discerned
clearly. This specific region will be discussed in a later section. Technical (and
popular) interest in ζ centers on Riemann’s Hypothesis (RH) that all of these
zeros lie on the line σ = 1/2.
The importance of ζ(s) in the investigation of primes is due to its multiplica-
tive properties. As can be seen by explicit multiplication, the nth term of the
regrouped products of ζ2 is the number of divisors of n. This of course depends
on the prime decomposition of n, leading to a connection with the primes. As
another example, the inverse of ζ is the Dirichlet series whose coefficients are
theMo¨bius function µ(n), equal to 1 when n is 1 or a product of an even number
of distinct primes, -1 if n is a product of an odd number of distinct primes, and
0 otherwise.
Riemann exploited an even more dramatic circumstance; the nth Dirichlet
coefficient of log(ζ) equals 1 if n is a prime, 1/k if n is the kth power of a prime,
and 0 otherwise. This is easily seen by taking the logarithm of Euler’s “Golden
Product” and expanding the terms;
ζ(s) = Πp[1− 1
ps
]−1 (1)
The coefficients of a nonlinear function of ζ can be determined using aMellin
transform, characteristic of the integral measure dx/x, which is invariant under
x→ constant·x.1 Coefficients can be isolated by the orthogonality properties of
their characteristic “log sinusoidal” variation due to the imaginary component
of s. Consequently, transforms of nonlinear functions of ζ, such as log(ζ) as
1Historically, three nonlinear operations were applied to ζ(s): 1/ζ(s) (Merten), log(ζ(s))
(Riemann) and −ζ′(s)/ζ(s) (Von Mangoldt). While each of these converts the zeros of ζ(s)
to poles, the properties described above are central to its use in number theory.
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Figure 3:
∑
i cos(αilogx) for the first 20 zeros.
used by Riemann, show peaks at the prime numbers. Leaving important details
of this standard development to the references[4, Sec. 1.18], this process leads
to a sum of the form
f(x) =
∑
α
cos(αilog(x))
x1/2log(x)
+ . . . (2)
The coefficients αi in this transform are the zeros of ζ(s), the arguments at
which ζ(1/2+iαi) = 0.
2 The first 20 terms and their sum (ignoring the relatively
weak dependence of the denominator x1/2log(x)), are shown in Figure 3. The
individual terms are “stacked”, and their sum is shown as the bottom curve.
Note that the minimum at 8 is about 1/3 as deep as the others, and the ones at
4 and 9 are about 1/2 as deep. This can be regarded as a plot of the coefficients
of log(ζ(s)) with an arbitrary vertical scale:
The minima at the primes (and at their kth powers, at reduced height 1/k)
become sharper as more terms are added as shown in Figure 4. Primes are
indicated by the red dots.
These figures illustrate quite dramatically the relationship of ζ(s) to the
prime numbers. It is possible to “invert” Riemann’s expression mathematically,
to determine the zeros αi given the prime numbers. To do this, multiply his
equation for
∑
δ(x − p) by cos(ylogx) and integrate over x. This leads to the
approximate solution:
P∑
p
cos(ylog(p))) =
∑
i
ψ(ξi) (3)
where ξi = y − αi, ψ(ξ) ≃ Asin[ξilogP ]/ξi − sin[ξilogp]/ξi and
2The integral of this sum, plus 1/logx and some small higher order terms, gives a ”staircase”
with a unit rise of the steps at the primes, and a rise of 1/k when x = pk. For this work, the
sum above will be of more immediate interest.[4, sec. 1.13 to 1.17]
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Figure 5: f(y) with αi ∈ (1100, 1170) indicated by △, minima by ◦.
A ≃ 1
log(P/p)
∫ log(P )
log(p)
ez/2
dz
z
(4)
whose minima approximate the ζ-zeros αi, shown in Figure 5. This method of
determining αi using the primes as “input data” provides another visualization
of the relationship of the primes to ζ, and could lead to new interpretations of
the spacings between the zeros.
3 Discrete Sampling
Line segments, or steps, arise from discrete sampling of the smooth function
x−s. Step lengths depend on the real component of the argument σ, and vary
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monotonically as n−σ.3 Step angles, however, depend on the imaginary com-
ponent of the argument t through the relation θn = −tlog(n). This involves
modular arithmetic to reduce the angle to an interval of 2π. Because t can
be quite large, θn generally exceeds any possible domain of convergence of a
conventional Taylor series.4 Discrete sampling of the continuous spiral x−s at
n ∈ N is illustrated by Figure 6 for s = .5 + 100.586i, a value simply chosen
to demonstrate key points without overlapping step labels. In spite of the large
number of ”skipped” cycles in the initial steps of the spiral, there are accurate
difference equations relating successive angles. The regularities in these discrete
equations responsible for the observed symmetries in the Argand diagram arise
in much the same manner as discrete sampling of the time dependent equa-
tion dP/dt = kP (1− P ) leads to the intricacies of the chaotic logistics map [3,
sec. 1.1].
The nth step is the vector from the origin to the numbered point; for the
ζ function the first step is always 1. In this example, the angle θ2 = −tlog(2)
is -69.7211 radians, slightly more than 11 complete circles. The mod function
reduces this value to -.6061 radians. As n increases, the number of complete
circles between adjacent steps decreases, becoming less than 1 when n > t/2π,
about 16 in this example. Note that steps 15, 16, and 17 are almost in the same
direction, having angle changes of approximately 2π. Also, as n increases beyond
17, the differences in angle become quite regular. It may seem that the reduced
angle differences for n ≪ t resemble random number generator schemes that
keep only the least significant digits. This process is far from random, however;
it will be shown that θ2 is equal to the total angle change for an appropriately
chosen range of “conjugate steps” of larger n.
Figure 7 is the Argand diagram for this discrete sampling example. While
suppressing the “2π jumps” of the modular arithmetic, it clearly displays the
reversals such as at steps 10 and 11, and the smooth arc of steps 15, 16 and
17. The structure from step 10 to the “star” near (1.5,−1.5) is a prominent
recurring feature, and the “converged” value of ζ(1/2 + 100.586) will be shown
to be the geometric center of the final star.
4 Step Angles
The general features for t ≃ 100 are maintained as t increases to very large
values, but many characteristic structures arise. It is useful to have mathemat-
ical descriptions of the angle differences between steps. As mentioned above, a
Taylor series expansion of x−s would be valid over a much smaller domain than
is required. Instead, the discrete angles and their differences are given by the
direct use of logarithms and their small argument expansions. This yields the
3For most calculations, σ = 1/2, and discussions here are generally restricted to the “critical
strip”, σ ∈ (0, 1).
4In addition to the usual limitations of computer speed and human patience, numerical
evaluation of the modulus function requires enough digital capacity to support tlog(n) mod
2pi accurately for large t log(n), since it is essentially the difference of two large numbers.
Numerical techniques are available to increase the range, if desired.[10, sec. 7.1]
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Figure 6: Discrete Sampling of x−(1/2+100.586i)
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Figure 7: Argand Diagram for s=1/2+100.586 i
“Discrete Taylor Series” (DTS) whose coefficients are discrete angle differences
rather than derivatives:
θ = −tlog(n) (5)
δθ = −tlog(n+ 1
n
) ≃ − t
(n+ 1/2)
(6)
δ2θ ≃ t
(n+ 1/2)2
(7)
δ3θ ≃ − 2t
n3
(8)
Note that these are forward differences, in accordance with the digital sam-
pling definition for ζ(s): the angle of the nth step is determined by the direction
from the origin to the spiral at the beginning of the step. The general pattern
to advance each term is
δθkn+1 = δθ
k
n + δθ
k+1
n k ∈ Z (9)
where k = 0 corresponds the step angle and k > 0 represents the kth angle
difference. Each coefficient can be considered as having been reduced modulo
2π. With these definitions of the differences, the result of a succession of such
steps centered at step n0 is the DTS.
5
θ(n0 + δn) = θ(n0) + δnδθ(n0) +
1
2
δn(δn− 1)δ2θ(n0)
+
1
6
δn(δn− 1)(δn− 2)δ3θ(n0) + . . . (10)
5These ”binomial-like” coefficients are due to the definition of the forward differences.
They are derived by an inductive application of the difference algorithm pattern. For centered
differences, the usual Taylor series coefficients result.
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Figure 8: Comparison of actual steps and series near np
Because a large number of 2π cycles may be ignored in the modulus op-
eration, it may seem that this representation could not possibly give accurate
angle differences for the discrete sampling procedure. To demonstrate numeri-
cally that it does, values of the DTS expansion about the point np for t = 10
9
are shown in Table 1.
Step θ δθ δ2θ θ(series)
12611 −(n12615 + 50474)× 2π − 4.6057 −(np + 4)× 2π − 5.1937 2π + .0036 13× 2π − 4.6057
12612 −(n12615 + 37854)× 2π − 3.5162 −(np + 3)× 2π − 5.1900 2π + .0027 8× 2π − 3.5162
12613 −(n12615 + 25235)× 2π − 2.4230 −(np + 2)× 2π − 5.1874 2π + .0017 4× 2π − 2.4230
12614 −(n12615 + 12617)× 2π − 1.3272 −(np + 1)× 2π − 5.1857 2π + .0007 −1.3272
12615 −1502843128× 2π − 0.2297 −12615× 2π − 5.1851 2π − .0004 −0.2297
12616 −(n12615 − 12615)× 2π − 5.4148 −(np − 1)× 2π − 5.1854 2π − .0023 −5.4148
12617 −(n12615 − 25230)× 2π − 4.3170 −(np − 2)× 2π − 5.1867 2π − .0033 −4.3170
12618 −(n12615 − 37844)× 2π − 3.2206 −(np − 3)× 2π − 5.1891 2π + .0036 −3.2206
12619 −(n12615 − 50457)× 2π − 2.1265 −(np − 4)× 2π − 5.1924 2π + .0043 2× 2π − 2.1265
Table 1: Angles and angle differences near step np = 12615, including multiples
of 2π that are removed by Nmod, 2π.
This table also makes it apparent why 4 places of accuracy in the step angle
requires an arithmetic register with a capacity of at least 15 places for t = 109.
For each of these steps, δθ encompasses a total angle change of np complete
circles.6
A graphical example of this is presented in Fig. 8, an extension of the range
detailed in Table 1. The angles determined by the DTS taken to δ4θ for this
6Since the DTS will generally be used only for n > np, this is a ”worst case” example. The
accuracy is much higher when the step number of the expansion center is larger, because the
kth angle difference coefficient decreases as n−k.
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case, are shown in red. Note the eventual asymmetry in the arc distance to
steps δn = ±50, due to the shortening of steps as n increases.
The δθ relationships can be inverted to determine the step number at which
particular angle differences occur. Expressions for these are:7
n(θ) = e−θ/t (11)
n(δθ) =
1
e−δθ/t − 1 (12)
n(δ2θ)→ n2 + 2n = 1
eδ2θ/t − 1 (13)
npk(δ
2θ = 2πk) ≃
√
t
2πk
+ . . . (14)
Referring to Figure 6, the step number for δθ = 2π is 16. At this step
number, the second difference in angle is small, leading to the close spacing
of steps 15, 16 and 17. Steps greater than 16 have a first difference less than
2π, and steps greater than np =
√
t/(2π) have second difference less than 2π.
This is the center of symmetry, a particularly important step number for this
discussion.
5 Enumeration of the Symmetry Features
Almost immediately, initial steps n and opposing symmetric steps n˜ are seen to
be related by a reciprocal relation of the form nn˜ ≃ t/2π. To the next order of
approximation,
(n+ 1/2)(n˜+ 1/2) =
t
2π
(15)
so that the origin is reciprocal to [t/π]− 1/2 and step [(t/2π)1/2]− 1/2 is recip-
rocal to itself.
The key features of the symmetry will now be systematically discussed and
illustrated. These are ordered by the increasing ”multiplicity” M of conjugate
to initial steps, as defined below. Each is demonstrated graphically within the
Argand diagram.
1. The center of the symmetry is a “pendant” near step number
np = [
√
t/(2π)], at which δ2θ = 2π (16)
In Figure 1, this feature is within the central blob near (-0.9,-1.650). It is
more easily seen in the center of Figure 10. Although this quantity appears
7The angles used in these equations are not to be reduced modulo 2pi); for large n higher
angle differences may be < 2pi, obviating the need for the modulus function. When integer
step values are required, use the fix function [n], and correct with the remainder δn = n− [n]
as necessary.
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in the analytical literature and may well have an established name, it is
referred to in this context as np for “pendant” because of its appearance
when t is large. The pendant holds a “star sapphire” if δθ(np) is close to
an odd multiple of π, or a “pearl” if it is close to an even multiple of π. For
t = 109, δθ(np) ≃ π/3, giving a nested set of polygons resembling a faceted
diamond (see Figure 8). Algorithms to determine δθ(np) and the precise
center of symmetry in terms of p =
√
t/2π−[
√
t/2π] are presented below8.
2. Each single step n < np is “mirrored” by M ≃ n2p/n2 conjugate steps
n˜ > np where:
n2p
n+ 1/2
≤ n˜ ≤ n
2
p
n− 1/2 (17)
This is a fundamental element of the symmetry, and it will be discussed
in detail from many standpoints. Figure 1 shows the effect clearly, most
convincingly by comparing initial steps and final spirals. M varies greatly
across the diagram, from 1 at np to 2t/3π. The region conjugate to the
first step contains 2/3 of all the steps shown in the diagram.
3. When M ≃ 1, the initial and conjugate steps are of nearly the same length
for all σ, with step angles given by an odd function of n− np.
Near np, the second difference DTS term with coefficient δn(δn − 1)/2
always gives a multiple of 2π. Thus, the the first nonzero even function of
δn is the term −1/2(δn)2 in the coefficient of δ3θ. For small δn near np,
the steps lengths do not vary appreciably, leading to the central symmetry.
Consider the original step (np − 1)−s and its neighboring conjugate step
(np)
−s. One of the most fundamental aspects of the ζ function relates
to the inversion s → 1 − s. When σ = 1/2, this simply gives the com-
plex conjugate of the argument s. Under this transformation, the leading
term of the ratio of the conjugate step to the transformed original step is
n1−2sp . It will be shown below that this relation between conjugate steps
and transformed original steps, with a carefully defined complex angle, is
independent of M.
4. For M > 1, the “vector sum” of the conjugate steps equals the length of
the initial step if σ = 1/2. Each initial step and its conjugate step(s) are
bilaterally symmetric with respect to angle about an axis through the center
at np, lying in a direction perpendicular to Θ = −tlognp+t/2+π/8+. . . , (
mod 2π).
The first term in the expression for the symmetry angle is just twice the
angle of the step at np. The additional terms arise from discrete effects
when np /∈ P and the ”tilt” of conjugate regions, as will be discussed
below.
8Special effort is required, however, when δθ(np) = 0.
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5. The Vector Sum
The angle relation is seen by multiplication of the logarithm of the recip-
rocal relation by −it. There is a scaling principle that demonstrates the
“vector sum equality”. Consider an original step at np/M
1/2, of length
Mσ/2n−σp . Its conjugate region atM
1/2np contains M steps, each of length
(M)−σ/2n−σp . Vector addition of these M steps in the complex plane gen-
erally averages to M1/2 steps.
This can be demonstrated explicitly using trigonometry whenM is a small
integer, or numerically for larger M . For M ≫ 1, it can be approximated
using the DTS. It is also similar to the result of the traditional argument
for a random walk, in which [
∑M
1
−→
λi ]
2 ≃Mλ2 with vector steps −→λ having
uncorrelated directions or the uniformly spaced roots of unity. Of course,
in the present application, the direction and distance of the summed terms
have well-defined values. A precise expression will be derived below, using
“classical” analytic number theory. The result of this discussion is that
the vector sum of the conjugate steps has a length M (1/2−σ)/2n−σp , which
is equal to n−σp only for σ = 1/2.
For an original step at np/M
1/2, the length of the conjugate region is
proportional to the initial step length under the substitution σ → 1 − σ,
which is
M1/2M−σ/2nσ−1p (18)
This was the result for adjacent steps when M = 1, and is now seen to
apply for larger M. When the angles due to it are included as well the
lengths due to σ;
∑
n˜
(n′)−s = n1−2sp n
s−1 n˜ ∈ ( n
2
p
n+ 1/2
,
n2p
n− 1/2) (19)
When σ = 1/2, this has the result that the amplitudes of the conjugate re-
gion and original step are equal, and the sum of their phases is e−itlog(np).9
This relation holds for each original step n ≤ np and its conjugate region.
It is emphasized that this is a detailed expression, valid for each of the
np steps leading up to the symmetry center, not only a global result for a
sum over the entire range of steps.
6. Rational Fraction Conjugacy
It is not always the case that a single original step corresponds to an
integer number of conjugate steps. Interesting features arise when M is
a rational fraction and k original steps are conjugate to Mk steps. For
9The traditional mathematical term for the magnitude of a complex number is “modulus”.
Since that term is used here in another context, the expression generally used in waveform
analysis, amplitude · ei·phase, will be used for the polar representation of complex numbers.
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Figure 9: Opposing features for M = 5/4
example, Figure 9 compares two opposing ”circular saw blades” having
4 and 5 steps per ”tooth”. Figure 10 shows the entire region around np
with M ≤ 1.6 for s = 1/2 + 109. The center of symmetry and many
”rational fraction” conjugate pairs are evident in this rather impressive
figure. Note that conjugate features having a different number of steps
than the original region have the same scale size, as expected for σ = 1/2.
7. Small Integer Conjugacy
Consider M a small integer. The original step at np/M
1/2 has angle
θn = θp − t/2logM , where θp ≃ −tlognp). 10. Using M = 5 as a simple
example where the conjugate step angles can be added explicitly, each
original step transforms to the 5 intervals with the successive angles
θ0 ⇒ θ0 + 1/5δθ
⇒ θ0 + 2/5δθ+ 1/5(2π)
⇒ θ0 + 3/5δθ+ 3/5(2π)
⇒ θ0 + 4/5δθ+ 1/5(2π) (20)
Here, θ0 is the angle of the first conjugate step, and δθ is the step angle
change at the original step. The first difference terms add to the original
step angle change, and the second difference terms add to 2π. These five
steps constitute the region conjugate to the original step, as shown in
Figure 11. (The characteristic “Z” pattern of these 5 steps is also evident
in any region where M is a rational fraction involving 5.)
10Because of the extreme sensitivity of this important angle, it will be defined more precisely
below.
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Figure 10: The region with M < 1.6 for s = 1/2 + 109i
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Figure 11: The 5 Steps Conjugate to n = np/
√
5 for s = 1/2 + 109i
16
Figure 12: Conjugate ”minipendants” for M = 5
Because step np/
√
5 is also a point where δθ2 = 10π → 0mod2π, the
steps surrounding this point give a copy of the pendant at np. This fea-
ture and its conjugate region are seen in Figure 1 at (−.85,−1.01) and
(−1.48,−1.42) respectively. This ”minipendant” and its its conjugate have
been enlarged and translated into proximity for comparison in Figure 12.
The general results of the ”conjugate step multiplication” are easily seen.
The closed loop consists of 48 original steps and 240 conjugate steps. It
will be shown below that the distance between points representing the the
centers of the vestigial spirals at each end of the “Z” equals the original
step length.
For s = 1/2+109i, there happen to be two conjugate features that almost
exactly meet on the symmetry axis without translation, as shown in Figure
13. The ratio of the central step numbers shown in the figure indicates
that M = 13.8. This is consistent with a visual estimate of the conjugate
steps, and is one of the clearest examples of the conjugacy and symmetry
of the Argand diagram.
The examples of rational fraction and small integer values for M explain
the apparent lack of symmetry for original steps and their conjugate re-
gions. For σ = 1/2 the conjugate regions have a total extent and net angle
corresponding to the original step. This is demonstrated for large M in
the next item.
8. For M ≫ 1, the conjugate steps form a pair of opposing spirals linked at
the center by an inflection point where adjacent step angles differ by an
even multiple of π. This generic shape begins to be evident for M ≥ 5,
and is the most distinctive feature for larger values of M.
This is a dominant feature of Figure 1, and is clearly explained by the
DTS. Defining the center of the kth conjugate region as the step n˜k at
which the first angle difference is 2πk gives n˜k ≃ t/2π(k − 1/2). Each
17
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Figure 13: Opposing features for M ≃ 13.8
conjugate region extends to the nearest adjacent steps at which δθ is an
odd multiple of π, or
n˜− t
(2k + 1)π
→ n˜+ t
(2k − 1)π (21)
Using the second angle difference at n˜ of 2πk2/n2p, the DTS shows that the
first angle differences approach ±π at the extremes of the conjugate range.
It will be shown that the angle between the central step of a conjugate
region and the “center-to-center” extent of the region is π/4(1 − k2/n2p).
Note that as k increases from 1 → np there are np regions conjugate to
each single original step k.11
While distances require explicit vector summation of steps, angle differ-
ences are easily defined over many steps. For example, use of Equation 11
shows that the angle between the steps at the inflection points of adjacent
Euler spirals k and k + 1 is
tlog[e−2πk − 1]− tlog[e−2π(k+1) − 1] ≃ −tlog(1 + 1
k
) (22)
which equals the first angle difference of the corresponding original steps.
This is yet another visualization of the detailed symmetry.
9. The center of the kth scroll, where δθ = (2k − 1)π, is given to first order
by
11We refer to this conjugate structure loosely as an Euler spiral, in which the step angle
varies as the square of the arc distance. These steps approximate that geometric form when
the third angle difference in the DTS is small and the variation of step length with n is
ignored[13, pp. 1-3].
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Nk∑
1
n−s −N−sk /2 +
σ + iδt
4N1+σk
(23)
where Nk = [t/[(2k − 1)π + 1/2] and δt = t− (2k − 1)πNk.
The precision of the symmetry may not be visually evident, because of the
central tilt angle of π/4 and the diameter of the spiral scrolls compared
to the original single step. In order to demonstrate it numerically, it is
necessary to develop a geometrical algorithm to locate the center of the kth
spiral. The “zero-order” spiral center position is computed by summing
the steps to N = [t/(2k− 1)π] and subtracting N−s/2, a procedure often
encountered in the traditional analytical development.
However, steps cross the spiral center in a sparse pattern and the exact
center will not usually lie directly on the step. To locate the kth spiral
center to first order:
(a) Determine N = [t/(2k − 1)π] and δt = t− (2k − 1)πN .
(b) Calculate
∑N
1 n
−s −N−s/2 + (λN (σ) + iτN (δt)).
The first-order correction has two components; longitudinal λN , in the
the step direction and transverse τN , perpendicular to it. Both depend
on s, but the arguments indicated stress the dominant dependence. The
longitudinal correction is due to the decrease of the length of steps with
N when σ > 0. Denoting the “true center” of a step by its midpoint
N−s/2+λN and assuming that λN varies slowly with N , the condition is
N∑
n−s −N−s/2 + λN =
N∑
n−s + (N + 1)−s/2− λN (24)
where θ(N) ≃ θ(N + 1)± π. The solution is
λN =
σ
4N1+σ
(25)
The transverse correction is assumed to vary linearly with δt. If δt were
0, the centered first angle difference −t/N would be (2k− 1)π ≃ 0. Using
the centered form of the DTS,
θ(δn) = θ0 + δnδθ0 + 1/2δn
2δ20θ + . . . (26)
where here δθ0 = −t/N ≃ π and δ2θ0 = t/N2. Thus, the preceding
and succeeding steps each differ from step N by the identical centered
second angle difference (2k − 1)π/2N . The center position lies on this
symmetrically located central step.12 When δt = (2k − 1)π (which is
12Intuitively,it may seem that the spiral center should lie on the two steps that reverse to
overlay exactly, with a forward first angle difference of an odd multiple of pi. Some reflection
will show that it is the step whose centered first angle difference is an odd multiple of pi that
contains the center.
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Figure 14: Complex ratios of conjugate Euler spirals to original steps, s =
1/2 + 109i
equivalent to δn = 1) the center lies on the midpoint of the next step,
N + 1. It is therefore displaced laterally by [(N−s/2)((2k − 1)π/2N).
This gives;
τN =
iδt
4N1+s
(27)
To test this result numerically, spiral centers were calculated to first order
for Figure 1 with s = 1/2 + 109i. Defining Qk(s) as the distance between
adjacent spiral centers for the kth Euler spiral, divided by the original step
under the inversion s→ 1 − s, gives the amplitudes and phases shown in
Figure 14, down to approximately M = 5. One sees that Q is a universal
ratio, independent of k (or M)13.
For σ = 1/2, the length ratios are unity to within 10−6 for small k, rising
to an error of a few percent at the end of the range with the first order
correction derived above. The sum of conjugate and original angles is a
constant whose analytic value, which will be discussed below, is indicated
by the red ⋄s.
For σ = .45, a similar calculation illustrates the ratio of the conjugate
region to the original step under the inversion s → 1 − s. Because the
angles depend only on t, they the same as for σ = .5. The amplitude
ratios in Figure 15 reproduce the factor n0.1p , shown by ⋄s, to seven or
more places for small k. When M = 5, even that vestigial Euler spiral is
accurate to a few percent with just this first order term.
13Note that, since the first step is of unit length, the extent of the final Euler spiral equals
Q(s).
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Figure 15: Complex ratios of conjugate Euler spirals to original steps, s =
.45 + 109i
10. The center of the pendant, denoted here by P (s), is given to lowest order
by
∑np
1 n
−s. This leads to an error of O(n−1/4p ). The first order correction
is
P (s) =
np∑
1
n−s − e
−i(tlog(np)+2πp)
2n
1/2
p cos(2πp)
(28)
where p =
√
t/2π − [
√
t/2π].
This point is the actual center of symmetry of the entire Argand diagram,
and is crucial to understanding the Riemann-Siegel equation below. When
t is extremely large, as in Figure 8, the pendant center P (s) is easily
recognized. For smaller values of t however, it is less apparent and locating
it requires more effort than did the spiral centers, where δθ is always near
±π. In the pendant, various values of δθ are encountered, depending on
p. By expressing δθ in terms of np and p instead of t, multiples of 2π are
easily omitted;
δθ(np) = −tlog np + 1
np
= −2π(np + p)2(1 + 1
np
− 1
2n2p
+ . . .)
≃ 2π(1/2− np − 2p+ p
2
np
)→ π − 4πp (29)
The term 2πnp is zero mod 2π, and p
2/np is ignored for reasonably large
np.
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δθ advances through a range of 4π as p increases from 0 to 1. For p =
0, 1/2, δθ = π, representing reversals of steps, while p = 1/4, 3/4 give
δθ = 0.
For each step n, a point Pn can be defined as the intersection of the lines
which bisect the angles at each end of the step. This point is the center
of a local osculating circle to step n and its neighbors. In regions of the
Argand diagram where δ2θ,mod2π is not small, these points are widely
distributed. For δ2θ,mod2π ≃ 0, and assuming that step lengths change
slowly, adjacent center points congregate closely. For δ2θ = 2π, δθ is the
same at each end of the step and Pn is the vertex of an isosceles triangle
whose base is the step np and whose vertex angle is δθ. The length L
is given by Lsin(δθ/2) = n−σ/2, and the direction of the side in contact
with the end of step np is normal to that of the step, minus δθ/2. The
common vertex of these neighboring triangles is the pendant center. As
above, it is convenient to express the various angles in terms of p and np,
which gives
Pnp ≡ P (s) =
np∑
1
n−s − e
−i(tlog(np)+2πp)
2nσpcos(2πp)
(30)
11. Higher order terms.
Algorithms to determine the pendant center require some care. The array
of “pendants” in Figure 16 demonstrates this point for a set of values of
δθ(np) where np = 100.
One construction is illustrated in Figure 17.
If the actual angle differences at each end of the npth step are represented
by the next higher approximation,
δθnp ≡ δθ1 = π − 4πp+
2π
np
(p− 1/2)2
δθnp−1 ≡ δθ2 = π − 4πp+
2π
np
(p+ 1/2)2 (31)
then the angles in Figure 17 are given by
θ1 = π/2 + δθ1/2 θ2 = π/2 + δθ2/2 θ3 = π − θ1 − θ2 (32)
In this case, application of the Sine Law for adjacent sides and angles
gives
P (s) =
np∑
1
n−s +
sin(θ2)
sin(θ3)n
1/2
p
ei(−tlog(np)−π/2+δθ1/2) (33)
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Figure 16: Pendant centers near np for various values of δθ in steps of π/8.
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Figure 17: Geometrical construction of a pendant center.
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Pendant centers found by this construction are indicated in Figure 16.
Note the red + in the upper left of Figure 16, which is the “center” of the
pendant in the lower left having δθ = 0; even the higher order correction
can lead to errors whenever the vertex angle in Figure 17 goes to zero.
Note, however, that the point located as the center lies on the axis of
symmetry. This is related to the fact that zeros in the denominator of the
correction term are accompanied by zeros in the numerator in Riemann’s
result, to be discussed below.
One procedure to avoid divergences in the calculation of L is simply to
calculate the angle differences using the definitions of Equation 5. Another
is to calculate the displacement L for steps adjacent to np and choose the
smallest. This avoids anomalously long distances due to the effects above.
Also, there is a prescription for the maximum possible L, based on the
radius of the pendant circle as a function of (np, p). Using the DTS with
δθ = π − 4πp, δ2θ = 2π → 0 and δ3θ = −4π/np and solving for the
number of steps giving an angle change of −π, leads to the cubic equation
δn3 − 3δn2 + (2 + 6np(1− 4p))δn = 6np (34)
When p = 0, this gives a π-reversal in one step, which is obvious since
δθ = π. However, when p = 1/4, δθ = 0 and δn ≃ (6np)1/3. This gives
L ≃ 61/3n1/6p /2π (35)
Clearly, this result only holds for extremely large t. As will be shown
below, the error in L has a small impact on the determination of ζ due to
a cancelation effect, but is important when investigating the distribution
of P (s).
Figure 18 shows the actual results for t = 7007.189, for which np = 33 and
p = .3950.14. The vertex marked ⊕ is the end of step np and the beginning
of step np+1, with the steps progressing in the negative (clockwise) sense.
The points Pn for steps np− 1, np, np+1, np+2 are denoted by o,×,+, ⋄.
Note that Nnp and Nnp+1 are nearly coincident, defining the center of an
otherwise nearly unrecognizable pendant.
12. For Euler spirals with sufficiently large M , the sum over the steps between
successive scroll centers is approximated by an integral of gaussian form
whose value is
n1−2σp
kσ−1
ei(−tlog(t/2π)+t+(1−(k/np)
2)π/4 (36)
The demonstration of conjugacy above, using a careful definition of the
spiral centers, was purely numerical. When M = (np/k)
2 is sufficiently
14This value corresponds to Gram point 6710. The nth Gram point is the value of t for
which t/2 log t/2pi − t/2− pi/8 = npi.
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Figure 18: Steps near the pendant center of Gram point 6710, with symbols
defined in the text.
large, it is also possible to derive an expression for the distances between
adjacent spiral centers of the kth Euler spiral. Application of the DTS
leads to a complex integral of gaussian form:
U∑
L
n−s ≃ e
iθk
nσk
∫ ∞
−∞
ei/2δ
2θkx(x−1)
(1 + x/nk)σ
dx (37)
where the lower limit L = [t/(2k + 1)π] − 1/2 and the upper limit U =
[t/(2k − 1)] − 1/2. The notation “-1/2” signifies subtraction of 1/2 of
the step, as in the zero order determination. Although the details of the
sum limits are stated for completeness, this are not important, as it will be
assumed that they are ±∞. The discrete variable δn has been replaced by
x and it is assumed that it can be accurately represented by an integration.
Expanding the denominator, the first order term is an odd function giving
zero upon integration, and the second order term is O(n−(2+σ))15.
The DTS expansion to δ2θ is not applicable over the entire range (L,U),
but because the gaussian is narrow, it does not need to be. In figure 19,
the real and imaginary step sums are plotted vs. step number.
Note that the angle change is localized to steps near the inflection points
of the Euler spiral. Alternating directions of the small steps within the
spiral centers rapidly average to constant values.16
15The Euler-Maclaurin integral approximation for the discrete sum is not appropriate unless
n > t/pi, where the straight discrete steps are sufficiently close to the arc of the smooth function
n−s that a Bernoulli polynomials can correct for the error (see Figure 5.). The DTS, however,
is valid for this integration. Error arises primarily when M is not sufficiently large for the
integral approximation to the sum.
16This linear step plot also shows the large fraction of the total number of steps in a few final
Euler spirals. Since each of these is equal to a single step under the substitution s→ 1−s, the
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Figure 19: Real and Imaginary Components of
∑N
n−s vs. N, s = 1/2 + 109i
The center, or inflection point, of the kth Euler spiral is defined as the
integer step where δθ = 2πk, or
nk = [(e
2πk/t − 1)−1] (38)
As in the first order spiral center location, define δt ∈ [0, 2πk) by t−2πknk.
As δt varies from 0→ 2πk, the step angle at nk changes by 2πk. The center
angle at step N is then
θk = −tlog t
2kπ
− 2kπN + t (39)
The middle term is zero by the mod function. At the kth Euler spiral, the
second angle difference is 2π(k/np)
2. Completion of the square, transfor-
mation to y =
√
(− i)(k/np)(δx− 1/2), and use of the value
√
2π for the
gaussian integral gives;
n1−2σp
kσ−1
ei(−tlog(t/2π)+t+π/4(1−(k/np)
2) (40)
The “scroll tilt angle” at the center is π/4. For ease of integration, the
centered scroll angle was used instead of the forward step angle. The
difference between the forward and centered angles is 1/2(1/2)(1/2−1)δ2θ
from the DTS, and therefore the term −π/4(k/np)2 is properly omitted
when the forward difference angle is used. For k within the range of
applicability, this scroll integral gives the relation between a conjugate
numerical effectiveness of the Riemann-Siegel sum, to be discussed below, is clearly shown.
Since this integration primarily illustrates features which will be replaced by more precise
analytic results, detailed error analysis is omitted.
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region and the original step with s → 1 − s. As noted above, this factor
with k = 1 is the ratio Q(s) defined above.
It is now possible to examine the geometric origins of the angle term
−2Θ(t) in Q(s)17. The term −tlog(n2p) is n−2itp , or twice the step angle
at the center of symmetry. The use of δt = t − (2k − 1)πN to correct
for the discretization to integer step values gives the term it, since the
reference term in δt is zero mod 2π. The additional term π/4 corrects for
the inherent “tilt angle” of a conjugate region, seen from the final Euler
spiral of Figure 1 with M ≃ 2 · 108 steps to the M = 5 steps of Figure
12. Note that the amplitude of Q varies monotonically from 1/np → np
across the critical strip, and is only equal to 1 when σ = 1/2).
Because the sum of the angle of each original step and that of its conjugate
region is 2Θ, the angle of the axis of symmetry of the complete Argand
diagram is given by Θ(t)/2− π/4, or
θsym(t) = − t
2
log
t
2π
+
t
2
− 3π
8
+ . . . (41)
13. There is a natural “end” to the series at step [t/π − 1/2].
The reciprocity relation between original and conjugate steps, with the sym-
metry condition, implies a finite series extending from the origin to its
conjugate step. Thus, after step N = [t/π − 1/2], a final spiral develops
whose radius shrinks to zero at the point ζ(s) for σ > 1 or grows without
bound for σ < 1.
Consider a pair of adjacent steps n, n + 1 ≫ t/π. Their perpendicular
bisectors intersect at a distance R = n−σ/δθ ≃ n1−σ/t, defining a radius
of curvature of the spiral arc that decreases with n for σ > 1. In this
case, the final spiral collapses to the value of ζ. When σ < 1, R increases
without bound, as is well known for the Dirichlet series with a pole at
s = 1.
At this point, the essential numerical and geometric aspects of the geom-
etry of ζ have been described, and detailed comparisons with the results
of “traditional” analytic number theory can be discussed.
6 Summary of Analytic Number Theory Results
The enumeration of comparisons between geometric and analytic results is pre-
ceded here by a list of significant “classical” results. This subject is much too
extensive to be covered briefly, and only the principle features are described,
17This definition agrees with the standard notation of analytic number theory. The signifi-
cant terms in [4, Eqn.1,Sec6.5] are all describable geometrically, the higher order terms arising
from more precise expressions for the Π-function and the gaussian scroll integral.
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selected to be directly applicable to this discussion. A familiarity with the
references is necessary for full understanding[1, 4].
1. Euler-Maclaurin Summation
The sum for ζ(s) can be evaluated up to some N > t/2π, with the remain-
ing terms being approximated by Euler-Maclaurin summation[4, sec. 6.2].
Approximating the straight steps by a integral over the smooth function
gives:
ζ(s) =
N∑
1
n−s − N
−s
2
+
N1−s
s− 1 +
B2
2
sN−(s+1) + . . .
B2k
(2k)!)
s(s+ 1) + . . . (s+ 2k − 2)N−(s+2k)−1 . . .+R2k (42)
where Bn is a Bernoulli number.
2. Riemann’s Contour Integration
The zeta function can also be expressed as an integral in the complex
plane of the integrand
(−x)s
(ex − 1)
dx
x
(43)
Three contour paths used in the analysis are shown in Figure 20 [4,
Chap.7]:
Riemann’s expression giving analytic continuation for the integrand (−x)s/(ex−
1)dx/x creates a “cut” on the positive real line by defining −1 in (−x)s
as eiπ on the upper horizontal leg and e−iπ on the lower, return leg. He
argued that the circular loop of radius δ around the origin vanishes as
δ → 0, leaving
∫
CR
(−x)s
ex − 1
dx
x
= limδ→0
{∫ δ
+∞
(eiπx)s
ex − 1
dx
x
+
∫ ∞
δ
(e−iπx)s
ex − 1
dx
x
}
(44)
The traditional procedure uses the expression 2isin(πs) = (eiπs − e−iπs),
together with an identity for the factorial function, to define ζ directly in
terms of the integral around CR:
∫
CR
(−x)s
ex − 1
dx
x
= 2isin(πs)Π(s− 1)
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
(45)
Although this was defined for σ > 1, it “remains valid” otherwise, “since
the integral clearly converges for all s, and the function it defines is com-
plex analytic”.
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Figure 20: Riemann’s contour (CR), a contour also enclosing multiple poles
on the imaginary axis (CM), and a segmented linear contour for saddle-point
integration (Ln)
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3. Individual Steps
Since 1/(ex−1) can be expanded as a sum of terms e−mx, it is of interest to
present the result of integration for one of these over “Riemann’s contour”
CR
∫
CR
(−x)se−mx dx
x
= (−1)sΠ(s− 1)m−s (46)
Using the Stirling approximation for Π(x) provides an explicit expression
in polar form for the coefficient of m−s in the integral
(−1)sΠ(s− 1)→
e−2πi(σ+it)
√
(2π)(s− 1)(s−1/2)e1−σ−it →
{eπt/2(2π)1/2tσ−1/2}exp{i[tlogt− t− π
4
− πσ
2
]} (47)
The ζ function is therefore expressed as the sum over all the individual
terms m−s, divided by the above coefficient
ζ(s) =
1
(−1)sΠ(s− 1)
∫
CR
(−x)s
ex − 1
dx
x
(48)
4. Integration of the Poles
The poles along the imaginary axis, indicated on Figure 20, are integrated
in conjugate pairs at x = ±2πim (although only one pole of each pair is
appreciable, depending on the sign of t).
(2πi)(−1)s(2πim)s−1 (49)
which is expressed in polar form as
{eπt/2(2π)σ}ei{tlog2π−piσ2 +π}ms−1 (50)
Note that the integral around the pole pair has the same general form as
an individual term in Riemann’s contour, with Π(s − 1)m−s replaced by
(2πim)s−1.
5. Saddle-Point Integration
The contour “CM” encloses the poles up to ±2πiM , as well as the discon-
tinuity on the positive real axis. When the first M terms of the sum are
evaluated explicitly, the integrand is changed to (−x)se−M/(ex − 1)dx/x
in order to evaluate the terms beyond M. The derivative of the integrand
is zero at the “saddle point” x = (σ − 1 + it)/M , which is almost exactly
on the imaginary axis at it/M for large t [9, sec. 3-6]. The contour “Ln” is
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equivalent to “CM”, since no poles or discontinuities of the the integrand
are crossed as the contour is deformed from CM → Ln. However, this
allows explicit integration along the contour, as the line “L1”, crossing
the saddle at an angle π/4 from upper right to lower left, is the only seg-
ment of “Ln” having a significant value of the integrand. On that contour
segment, the function approaches a narrow gaussian similar in form to
the integral over an Euler spiral; the angle of this segment is due to the
transformation to the gaussian “saddle”. The result of this “saddle point”
or “steepest descent” integration is (−1)sΠ(s − 1), which is the same co-
efficient as in the integration of e−mx, here multiplying N−s/2 instead of
m−s.
6. Landau Sum
The sum of xρ over roots ρ = αi+ it has an interesting relationship to the
primes[6]:
∑
pairsρi
xρ = − T
2π
Λ(x) +O(logT ) (51)
where T is the largest α in the sum and Mangoldt’s function Λ(x) is 0
unless x is a prime or a the power of a prime, where it equals logp. This is
the relationship shown in the introduction, except for the x-dependence of
the numerator in Riemann’s expression. It will be discussed with respect
to the average of real steps below.
7. Other Forms of the Zeta Function
Current mathematical research involves generalizations of Riemann’s ζ
function[1, Chapter 12] The Hurwitz ζ function ζ(s, a) begins at the fixed
real number a;
ζ(s, a) =
∞∑
0
1
(n+ a)s
(52)
When a 6= 1, the bilateral symmetry is no longer present.
Dirichlet L-functions are sums of Hurwitz ζ functions weighted by the
characters of a finite abelian group. This is the the group of reduced
residue classes modulo a fixed positive integer k. The character table for
k = 7 is shown in Table 2. Dirichlet used this function in his theorem on
primes in arithmetic progressions.
L(s, χ) =
∞∑
1
χ(n)
ns
→
k∑
1
χ(r)ζ(s,
r
k
) (53)
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
χ1(n) 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
χ2(n) 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 0
χ3(n) 1 ω
2 ω −ω -ω2 -1 0
χ4(n) 1 ω
2 -ω -ω ω2 1 0
χ5(n) 1 -ω ω
2 ω2 -ω 1 0
χ6(n) 1 -ω -ω
2 ω2 ω -1 0
Table 2: Character table for k = 7, ω = eiπ/3
7 Connections of Geometric and Analytic Re-
sults
It is now possible to relate the two views of ζ. First, note that symmetry implies
a finite series from the first step to [t/π]. The interpretation of geometrical
continuation as truncation of the infinite series at the point conjugate to the
origin is introduced here. It has effects on other comparisons, therefore it is
appropriate to examine it first. In particular, the finite series can be “divided” at
the symmetry point into original steps and their conjugate regions, as discussed
above and described below using complex analytic methods.
The infinite series representation of a function may increase without bound
even in regions where the function from which it was derived is well-behaved.
This could be due to a convergence condition for the series that indicates diver-
gence for all radii around the expansion point once one position on a bounding
circle has a pole. The standard methods for analytic continuation of a series
that would otherwise grow without bound are based on processes that represent
the sum in “other ways”, such as: solving the Cauchy-Riemann equations using
boundary values in a region where the function is well-behaved; representing
the series sum by an integral approximation and using partial integrations to
represent a converging sum; “walking” a series of convergent regions around
a singularity; or manipulation of conditionally convergent series by regrouping
terms[4, Sec. 1.4]. Riemann characterized these methods generally as “finding
a solution which is valid where the series converges, and which ‘remains valid’
in other regions”. In these sections, a case is made that appropriate truncation
of the infinite series meets Riemann’s standard, using three approaches:
1. The geometric observation that the center of the final spiral has the desired
properties. While this is distinctly different from the above approaches, it
will be supported by numerical examples and analytic comparisons.
2. The geometric determination of the spiral center agrees with the results of
the Euler-Maclaurin formalism. This is demonstrated to first order, and
a method to incorporate higher order terms is indicated.
3. Finally, it is shown that Riemann’s contour integral leads to a limit process
in which the incomplete gamma function attenuates step growth of the
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Figure 21: Final spirals for t = 549.4975 . . . and a sequence of values σ ∈ [.2, 1.4]
final spiral. This occurs in such a manner that the infinite sum approaches
the spiral center.
This procedure is admittedly quite different from the traditional approach;
it is hoped that these detailed steps will convince the reader that the truncated
series with appropriate end correction is a mathematically proper alternate pre-
scription for continuation.
1. Geometric Continuation using series truncation Figure 21 shows a portion
of the “final spiral” beyond [t/π]. This is a sequence of 32π final steps
ending at n = 549 for t = 549.4975 . . ., a zero of ζ when σ = 1/2. The
values of σ range in steps of .05 from 0.2 to 1.4. The zero at σ = 1/2
is marked by a red diamond. Values of ζ(σ + it), determined by explicit
summation, are plotted in red for σ ≤ 1 and in green for σ > 1. The spirals
for σ > 1 are collapsing to the correct value where the series converges.
Those for σ ≤ 1 are expanding, but remaining centered on the continued
value of ζ.
While this figure illustrates Riemann’s concept of continuation, a quanti-
tative argument uses the zero and first order locations of the final spiral
center N = [t/π] − N−s/2 evaluated for zeros of ζ. In this case, the
value is the error. Figure 22 shows the zero order final spiral center∑N
n−s − N−s/2 for N = [αi/π], with small flags showing the direc-
tion of the final step for each of the 82 values of αi ∈ (1100, 1200). The
transverse and (small) longitudinal errors are O(N−3/2).
The same calculation using first order corrections gives Figure 23, in which
the errors are reduced to O(N−5/2), the next higher order of omitted
terms.
2. Geometric Continuation using Euler-Maclaurin summation
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Figure 22: Zero order errors for 82 zeros of ζ with σ = 1/2 and αi ∈ (1100, 1200)
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Figure 23: First order errors for 82 zeros of ζ with σ = 1/2 and αi ∈ (1100, 1200)
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The Euler-Maclaurin expression given above can be rearranged into a form
more appropriate for this application:
ζ(s) =
N∑
1
n−s − N
−s
2
+
N1−s
s− 1
∑
k=0
B2ks
2k
(2k)!N−2k
+
N1−s
s(s− 1)
∑
k=1
k(2k − 3)B2ks2k
(2k)!N−2k
+ . . . (54)
The zero order correction has been explicitly separated, leaving the higher
order corrections to the sums over k. When the sum is carried to a suffi-
ciently large value of s/N , it can be truncated at the first term,
ζ(s) =
N∑
1
n−s − N
−s
2
+
N1−s
s− 1 (55)
In this case however, the sum must be evaluated at t/π, which is close to
the convergence limit t/2π. In addition, there is the “binomial product”
(s − 1)s(s + 1) . . . giving decreasing powers of s. The monic polynomial
resulting from multiplication of this product shows that the first term or
two suffice:
(s− 1)s(s+ 1) . . . (s+ 2k − 2)n→ s2k + k(2k − 3)s2k−1 + . . . (56)
when the ratio 2k2/t≪ 1.
The sum over powers of (s/N) converges slowly for |s/N | >≃ π, but it
can be represented by the Bernoulli number generating function. In this
way, the first sum becomes
N−s
2
s
s− 1
es/2N + e−s/2N
es/2N − e−s/2N (57)
The ratio s/(s− 1)→ 1 for large s, and manipulation of the definitions of
trigonometric and hyperbolic functions lead to
N−s
2
tanh(σ/2N)− i · cot(t/2N)
1− i · tanh(σ/2N)cot(t/2N) (58)
The first order expansion of the real term gives the longitudinal correc-
tion term λN . The term cot(t/2N) implements the mod function, and
its expansion about the zero of the cot gives τN , resulting in the same
expression as the geometric first order correction.
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Expansion of the denominator of the first sum leads to corrections of
O(N−3−σ). Therefore, it is the second sum term (together with second
order terms from the first sum) that contains the second order correction;
here it is evaluated at t/N = π to determine an estimate of the first order
error. This leads to the interesting expression
N−s
2
∑
k=1
k(2k − 3)
22k
ζ(2k) (59)
using Euler’s famous relation[4, Sec. 1.5]
ζ(2k) =
(2π)2k(−1)k−1
(2k)!
B2k. (60)
Because this sum converges rapidly (the ratio test gives termk+1/termk →
1/4 using lim→∞ ζ(2k) = 1), the constant implicit in O(N−2−σ) is
well-behaved.
3. Geometric Continuation using Riemann’s Contour Integral
This is addressed by using N = [t/π] in the saddle-point integration.
The lowest order of the gaussian integral gives the zero order correction
−N−s/2. Higher order terms could be derived by following Riemann’s
method for extension of the accuracy in the Riemann-Siegel equation,
discussed below. Since this must lead to the corrections already sketched
for the Euler-Maclaurin method, it will be left for further examination by
the reader. A far more fundamental observation relates to the limit as the
radius δ about the origin in Riemann’s contour approaches 0.
Referring to Eqn. (45), note that, depending on the sign of t, the factors
eiπs and e−iπs are remarkably different in magnitude. Their ratio is≃ e2πt,
and even before the limit is taken, only the larger term remains. This
yields
∫
CR
(−x)s
ex − 1
dx
x
= limδ→0e
−iπs
∫ ∞
δ
xs
ex − 1
dx
x
(61)
Combining the two representations of the integral around CR:
Π(s− 1)ζ(s) = limδ→0
∫ ∞
δ
xs
ex − 1
dx
x
(62)
Retaining the nonzero lower limit, the variable transformation y = mx
gives the previous result with an additional factor Φ(s − 1,mδ) in the
coefficient18,
18The notation Q is used in [10] for this factor, where it is noted that it is unique to that
reference. This work uses Φ, since Q is used here for the complex factor relating initial and
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ζ(s) =
∞∑
1
Φ(s− 1,mδ)
ns
(63)
where Φ(s− 1,mδ) is the regularized upper incomplete gamma function
Φ(s− 1,mδ) = Π(s− 1,mδ)
Π(s− 1) (64)
and
Π(s− 1,mδ) is the upper incomplete gamma function[10, Sec. 6.2]
∫ ∞
mδ
xs−1e−xdx (65)
Φ approaches 1 for mδ ≪ 1, and goes to 0 as mδ increases to∞. Since the
peak of the integrand is at x = s − 1, mδ ≃ t gives Φ ≃ 1/2. Calculated
values for real arguments are plotted in [10].
If δ is chosen for the explicit summation such that Φ(s − 1, Nδ) ∼= 1, the
terms beyond N can be approximated by the Euler-Maclaurin approxima-
tion as an integral
∞∑
N
Φ(s− 1, nδ)
ns
→
∫ ∞
N
1
xs
{
∫ ∞
xδ
ys−1e−ydy}dx (66)
There is no closed algebraic expression for the integral representing the
incomplete gamma function, but the sum of the remaining steps can be
evaluated using integration by parts:
x1−s
1− sΦ(s− 1, xδ)|
∞
N +
∫ ∞
N
x1−s
1− s (xδ)
1−se−xδdx
=
N1−s
s− 1 + δ
1−s
∫ ∞
N
x1−s
s− 1e
−xδdx (67)
In the limit δ → 0, consideration of the attenuation of steps beyond
N = t/π due to the regularized upper incomplete gamma function ex-
tends the region of convergence to σ < 1. This interpretation of analytic
continuation leads to the same value of ζ(s) as the principle of geometric
continuation.
conjugate steps. For consistency, the expression “incomplete Π function” would be proper,
but will not be used here. The context provides any necessary changes to arguments used in
the references.
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4. Detailed Symmetry
In the introductory presentation of analytic results, it was noted that
the integral over the mth pole pair gives a factor 2πi(−2πim)s/(−2πim)
rather than Π(s − 1). The ratio of the coefficients of the powers of m in
the two integrals is therefore
− (2πi)
s
Π(s− 1) =
(2πi)1/2(2πi)s−1/2
(2π)1/2(s− 1)s−1/2e1−s (68)
Manipulation of these terms gives
− ( it+ σ − 1
2πi
)1/2−si1/2e1−σ−it
= (
t
2π
)1/2−s{(1 + 1
x
)x} s−1/2x es−1+iπ/4 (69)
with x = it/(σ− 1). Since |x| >> 1, the limit definition of e→ (1+1/x)x
for large x gives19
Q(s) =
(2πi)s
Π(s− 1) → n
1−2s
p e
i(t+π/4) (70)
The mth pole pair integration gives Q(s)ms−1, the extent of the region
conjugate to an initial step m−s. Thus, integration along the positive real
axis, supplemented by integrating the pole pairs along the imaginary axis,
provides the definitive analytical justification for the symmetry.
5. The Functional Equation
The difference between each original step and its corresponding conjugate
region, summed over all steps, goes to zero, so
ζ(s) = Q(s)ζ(1 − s) (71)
This conclusion is reached in classical analysis by integrating around a
contour which gives 0 as the difference between Riemann’s contour and
the sum over all pole pairs[4, Secs. 1.6, 1.7]. The functional equation is thus
a global expression of the detailed symmetry. One important consequence
of the functional equation is that the occurrence of a zero at s = 1/2+ǫ+it
implies that there must also be one at s = 1/2− ǫ+ it.
19A more precise representation of the factorial function than the Stirling approximation
would give higher order terms in the imaginary exponent.
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Figure 24: Riemann-Siegel illustration for s = 1/2 + 2220000.15i.
6. The Riemann-Siegel Equation
Riemann used symmetry to calculate ζ more efficiently than an explicit
sum of steps beyond t/2π[4, Chap. 7]. He used contour Ln with N = np,
expressing the corrections to
∑np
1 n
−s and its conjugate in terms of a
saddle point integral. He chose not to publish the result however, and
mathematicians doubted that he done it until Siegel examined his hand-
written notes and publicized the achievement. Riemann had not only
determined the first order correction, but derived a hierarchy of coupled
equations giving arbitrary precision. This story and his complete mathe-
matical development are described in [4, Sec. 7.1].
The geometry of his method is illustrated in Figure 24 for s = 1/2 +
2220000.15i.20 The green vector connects the origin to the pendant center
P (s). This, plus its conjugate P (1− s), in black, ends at the center of the
final spiral at ζ(s). The bisector of these two lines is the symmetry axis
θsym at the angle
θsym = − t
2
log
t
2π
+
t
2
− 3
8
π + . . . (72)
and the line perpendicular to this through the origin is at the angle Θ.21
Θ = − t
2
log(
t
2π
) +
t
2
+
π
8
+ . . . (73)
20Although the procedure is valid for any argument, this choice of s reduces confusing
overlaps and displays the features clearly.
21In [4], this is referred to as −θ.
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Figure 25: Argand diagram for Gram point 6710, t = 7007.18902, with symme-
try axes, np and pendant center.
The significance of the Riemann-Siegel equation transcends efficient evalu-
ation of ζ(s); it also leads to important geometric interpretations.22 Given
s = 1/2+it, the line through the origin at angle Θ can be constructed, and
it will be noticed that ζ(1/2 + t) always lies on this line. When σ = 1/2,
P (s) and P (1 − s) are of the same lengths and as t increases they su-
perimpose to go through a zero. This changes the sign by π. Therefore,
its phase will be Θ or Θ − π, depending on the number of zeros N(t)
encountered up to that value of t.
Another Argand representation of the geometry is shown for the Gram
point used to illustrate the calculation of the pendant center, depicted
in Figure 25. The symmetry axis is drawn through P (s) as determined
previously (in green) and the Θ-axis through P (s) (in black).
The enlargement of the pendant region in Figure 26 shows the geometry
of the first order correction more clearly.
The addition of the polar representations of P (s) = Peiφ and its conjugate
yields
ζ(s) = P (s) +QP (1− s)
= Peiφ + Pe2iΘ−iφ
→ 2cos(φ− θ)PeiΘ (74)
This expression shows once again that the complex phase of ζ is Θ or
Θ− π, depending on the sign of the cosine.
22Discussions of the Riemann-Siegel procedure are often limited to σ = 1/2. Because
the angles are determined entirely by t, they are unchanged as σ is varied from 1/2. The
amplitudes P(s) and P(1 − s) = n1−2σp P(s) are to be used when σ 6= 1/2.
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Figure 26: Enlarged Argand diagram for Gram point 6710.
The geometric construction of the Riemann-Siegel method uses the pen-
dant center P (s) and the angle Θ. It is possible to make contact with the
classical analysis, which used
∑np
1 n
−s and a remainder term R.
As discussed below in the section “Zeros of ζ”, the value of ζ is independent
of the translation of P (s) to any point P ′ lying on the symmetry axis. In
the classical development,
∑np
1 n
−s and its conjugate
∑np
1 n
s−1 are both
projected onto the Θ axis and their sum is termed Z, a real number. This
was done to simplify locating zeros by the sign change in this real quan-
tity. The first order “mismatch” between
∑np
1 n
−s and its conjugate was
determined analytically by Riemann, as described above. Geometrically,
the vector from step np (indicated by ⊕ in Figure 26 to P (s) (marked
x) is L = LeiθL . If L is also projected to the Θ-axis, an expression for ζ
results in terms of
∑np
1 n
−s + R, where R = 2Lcos(θL − Θ). The factor
2 accounts for the contribution from each “side” of the sum of steps and
conjugate steps to np. Note that whereas the step angle in θL involves
tlog(np), the Θ-axis involves tlog(
√
(t/2π)) = tlog(np) + tlog(1 + p/np).
Substituting 2π(np + p)
2 for t, expanding the logarithm and discarding
terms of O(1/np) gives
Θ = −tlog(np) + πn2p + π(
π
8
− 2p2)
θL = −tlog(np)− π
2
− 1
2
δθ
(75)
Noting that πn2p(mod2π) = 0 for np even or π for np odd;
θL −Θ = 2π(p2 − p− 1/16 + 0 (or π)) (76)
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Figure 27: Errors vs. p for the lowest order calculation of |ζ| for 2000 zeros of
ζ having np = 108.
Combined with the definition of L above, this gives the pleasing result
R = (−1)np cos2π(p
2 − p− 1/16)
n
1/2
p cos2πp
(77)
“Pleasing”, because this geometric construction agrees with the first or-
der correction derived by Riemann from the saddle-point integration. As
described in [4, Sec. 7.4], there are zeros in both the numerator and denom-
inator of R at p = 1/4, 3/4. This can also be understood geometrically.
The error in the pendant center location grows large at these values of p,
but does so along the symmetry axis, since when δθ = 0 the np step angle
is parallel (or antiparallel) to the Θ axis. It is therefore perpendicular to
θL. When projected to the Θ-axis, the zeros of cos(Θ − θL) cancel this
effect.
To demonstrate the first-order error numerically, the magnitudes of ζ(1/2+
iαk) were computed to lowest order by omitting the remainder R. Results
for values of αk having k ∈ [97563, 99596], all of which have np = 108,
are plotted versus p in Fig. 27. As in previous examples, the magni-
tudes of ζ at these zeros are the errors, which agree with Riemann’s cal-
culation within a few times 10−4. The next omitted correction term is
O(1/n3/2p ) ≃ 10−3.
Note that there is no step node at which the first order error is zero. When
δθ ≃ 0, the pendant center is circled by the Argand diagram steps, and
when δθ ≃ π it is near the step midpoints.
7. The Limac¸on
Plots of the Riemann-Siegel equation in the complex plane show a strong
similarity to a classical geometrical figure called the limac¸on. Attributed
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Figure 28: Limac¸on construction for Gram points 1000→ 1004.
to the father of Blaise Pascal, it is generated by the rotation of one line
segment attached to the origin, with another segment pivoting about the
end of the first. In the usual applications, the lengths of the two seg-
ments are constant, but perhaps not equal, and the rotation rates are
fixed. In the Riemann-Siegel equation, the segment lengths are P(s) and
e1−2σP(1-s), and the two angles are φ and 2Θ − φ. The lengths are thus
equal when σ = 1/2, and zeros result when φ = 2Θ− φ(mod2π), as noted
above. In Figure 28, line segments from the origin to P (s) (the dashed
red curve), plus segments QP (1 − s), give ζ(s) (the solid blue curve)for
Gram points 1000 → 1004. Careful inspection of this figure provides a
useful visualization of the Riemann-Siegel equation.
8. Properties of P(s)
Figure 29 shows the real and imaginary surfaces of P (s) on a region of the
critical strip from t = 61425 to 61429.
For large σ, P (s) approaches a real surface at 1 and an imaginary one at
0, just as for ζ(s). In fact, the general shape of P (s) is nearly equal to
ζ(s) when σ is large, since they share the same steps up to np, and the
step lengths decrease as n−σ.
Note the general tendency for the amplitude of the real and imaginary
”flutes” to increase as σ decreases. Zeros of P (s) occur at the intersec-
tions of the zeros of these real and imaginary ”fluted surfaces”. This is
illustrated in Figure 30, which shows zeros of R(P ) in blue and I(P ) in
red.
Also shown are zeros of R(ζ) in black and I(ζ) in green. This figure shows
that the “symmetry zeros” of ζ fall on the line σ = 1/2 as determined by
Equation 74. Zeros of P (s) are seen in the figure as intersections of the
blue and red curves. For both ζ and P , the imaginary surface is “centered”
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Figure 29: P (s) for t ∈ [61425, 61429], σ ∈ [0,1]
on zero. Therefore, the zeros of their imaginary components may extend
across the entire critical strip. The real components, however, are centered
around 1, and lines of intersection with zero only give the parabola-like
curves for smaller values of σ, where the “real flutes” have increased in
amplitude.
The functional equation arises when steps are paired with conjugate steps.
Because P (s) only includes steps up to the symmetry center, it is not
subject to this symmetry. Therefore, there is no condition for a zero at s
to imply a zero at 1−s. Figure 31, the Argand diagram for the zero of P (s)
shown in Figure 30 at s = .43+10010.8, illustrates this situation. Because
P (s) = 0, the pendant center and the origin are coincident, as indicated
by the red o. However, as indicated by the red +, ζ(.43 + 10010.8i) is
not zero. In this case, ζ equals the second term in the Riemann-Siegel
equation n0.14p e
2iΘP (1− s).
9. Zeros of ζ.
The popular literature concerning Riemann’s ζs is focused on the zeros in
the critical strip and his surmise that they all lie on the line σ = 1/2. The
Riemann-Siegel equation facilitates the analysis of zeros, using the polar
forms of P (s) and Q(s)P (1 − s). Their amplitudes are equal whenever
σ = 1/2, where P (1 − s) is the complex conjugate of P (s) and n1−2σp
equals one. Although the σ dependence of P (1 − s) is “reversed” across
the critical strip, the factor n1−2σp counters this as shown in Fig. 32. For
the single flute on the critical strip with t ∈ (120, 129), the two surfaces
intersect transversally.
When the amplitudes are equal, a zero occurs when the angles satisfy
φ = 2Θ− φ→ Θ− φ = (2k − 1)π
2
(78)
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Figure 30: Zeros of real and imaginary surfaces of P (s) and ζ(s) on the critical
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Figure 31: Argand diagram for s = .43 + 10010.8i, a zero of P (s).
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Figure 32: Magnitudes of P (s) (plain mesh) and Q(s)P (1 − s) (color) on the
critical strip for 124 < t < 129.
Therefore, in addition to the distinction between zeros on the negative
real axis and the nontrivial zeros on the critical strip, the latter can be
further categorized as either symmetry-zeros, which are “forced” by the
condition of symmetry, or those requiring equality (including zeros) for
both P (1/2− ǫ + it) and n2ǫp P (1/2 + ǫ + it) for ǫ 6= 0.
The symmetry zeros exist because the symmetry requirement forces a zero
whenever σ = 1/2 and Θ− φ is an odd multiple of π/2.
Θ is smoothly and monotonically decreasing function of t, but φ exhibits
variations around its average trend, as shown in Figure 33. These varia-
tions account for the irregular spacing of symmetry zeros.
It is not particularly easy to see the effect of φ-variations from this figure.
When mod(φ − Θ), 2π is plotted, the zeros, marked by o, are seen to
occur at odd multiples of π/2. Figure 34 shows the range of Gram points
n = 5000→ 5008 where Θn equals nπ.
The value of ζ is invariant under the translation P (s) → P ′(s) along the
symmetry axis when σ = 1/2. This gives ζ = 0 whenever P (s) lies on
the line through the origin at angle Θ. This is the usual condition for
a zero; the smooth advance of Θ(t) and the less regular variation of φ
combine to give irregularly spaced zeros for any amplitude of P 6= 0 as
φ → θsym. There does not appear to be any fundamental restriction on
how closely P (1/2 + it) itself can approach zero, which would, however,
still be consistent with Riemann’s hypothesis. The general shape of the
curves in Figure 29 and the zeros in Figure 30 indicate the challenge of
determining simultaneous zeros of P at σ = 1/2± ǫ. Since no exceptions
of RH have been reported to date, every zero of ζ that has been evaluated
is a symmetry zero.
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Figure 33: Phase of P (s) vs. t, σ = 1/2.
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Figure 34: Θ (red dashed line) and (φ−Θ) vs. t, σ = 1/2.
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10. Bounds
It is often of interest to establish bounds on the real and imaginary parts of
ζ. For example, what is the largest value of σ for which R(ζ) can be equal
to zero? For σ > 1, the total length of the steps converges to the finite
value ζ(σ+i0). For example, Euler’s equation gives ζ(4) = π4/90→ 1.082.
Because the first step of the Riemann ζ function is always 1, it is easy to
state that the largest possible magnitude of Iζ is i(|ζ(σ) − 1|) and the
smallest value of Rζ(σ) − 1. For ζ = 0, it must be that ζ(σ) ≥ 2. This
occurs near σ = 1.7. These particular examples are quite elementary, but
the approach may lead to new results.
Although the series of step lengths converges rapidly as σ increases beyond
1, it is sometimes useful to have an upper bound for the magnitude of ζ
within the critical strip. Use of the Riemann-Siegel equation places limits
on P (s), and hence ζ. For example, P (s) in Figure 25 is about 3.5, and
its maximum possible value is
33∑
1
1
n1/2
→ 10.1 (79)
The Argand diagram shows the predominant positive direction of the ini-
tial steps, which accounts for this uncharacteristically large value of ζ, as
seen in Figure 2.
It was stated qualitatively above that P (s) → ζ(s) for large σ. This can
also be seen by the application of bounds; for σ = 0, P (s) is strictly
bounded by the sum of np unit steps. (In practice, it is easily seen that
this is far too generous, as P (0 + it) rarely exceeds “a few”.)23 Applying
these to the Riemann-Siegel equation for ζ;
|ζ(1 + it)| = |P (1 + it) + np−1e2iΘP (0 + it)|
→ |P (1 + it) + e2iΘ| (80)
11. Average values
The sum of an ensemble of Argand diagrams
∑
n−s over the ∆N ≃
(∆T/2πlogT/2π zeros αi of ζ on an interval ∆T ≪ T reveals that the
real components only change appreciably at prime steps. At step p, the
changes average to
− T logp/(2πp1/2) (81)
The special nature of this average must be stressed; it is only the average
over Argand diagrams giving ζ = 0.
23Furthermore, the strict bound on P (1 + it) is
∑np
1 1/n ≃ log(np).
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It is often noted that the real component of
∑n
1 n
−s is generally larger
than the imaginary component, because the first step is always (1 + i · 0).
The real part is 1 at the first step, and goes to zero at the final step for
t = αi. This equation shows how the real part decreases, on average, with
step number. The result has a geometrical interpretation; averaging over
diagrams giving zero, the steps with prime number account for all of this
decrease.
To motivate the importance of ζ(s), the sum of terms cos(αilogx) was
shown as a function of x.24 It can be expressed in the form
T∑
pairs αi
x1/2±i·αi = 2x1/2
T∑
αi
cos(αilogx) (82)
for zeros 1/2+ i ·αi whose amplitude is ≤ T . Landau proved that the sum
is equal to
− T
2π
Λ(x) +O(logT ) (83)
where Λ(x) = log(p) if x is p or a power pk of a prime p, and is zero
otherwise. The large difference between T logx/2π when x is a prime or
prime power, and logT when it is not, was shown in Figure 3.
Consider the addition of real components of all Argand diagrams giving
ζ = 0 for t < T ;
∑
αi<T
[αi/π]−1/2∑
n=1
n−1/2cos(αilog(n)) (84)
The Landau sum shows that only terms with n = p are appreciable. RH is
assumed, and each sum is finite so no conditions are placed on the exchange
of summation order. Figure 35 shows the summed real components of the
Argand diagrams for αi < 1200, of which there are 813. The positions of
the primes are marked in red.
It is also possible to average over a small range of zeros. Consider the
real component cos(−tlog(n))/n1/2 of steps n for an ensemble of Argand
diagrams, each of which gives ζ = 0 for αi ∈ (T, T + ∆T ). Assume that
∆T/T is small, so that each diagram has ≃ T/π steps. From the classical
determination of the number of zeros αi < T , there are about
∆N =
∆T
2π
log
T
2π
(85)
24Riemann was certainly aware of this representation of primes in 1859, but its properties
are now attributed to Landau because of his analysis.
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Figure 35: Sum of the real parts for Argand diagrams of the 813 zeros of ζ with
αi < 1200. Primes indicated by red dots.
zeros on this interval. Approximating the Landau sum, divided by x,
by an integral gives the sum of the real components of all of these ∆N
“zero-Argand” diagrams.
− ∆T
2π
T/π∑
p=2
logp
p
≃ −∆T
2π
∫ T/π
2
logn
n
dn
logn
(86)
The sum over primes has been converted to a sum over all integers using
the density of primes logn/n. The resulting decrease is −∆N . Each real
component began at 1 and ended at 0, and the Landau sum shows that, on
average, the sum of the prime steps alone accounts for the total decrease
in the real component of ζ from step 2 to the center of the final spiral.
This process can also be applied to determine the average value of the real
part after N steps. For example, P (s) =
∑np
1 n
−(1/2+αi) leads to a zero of
ζ. Evaluating the sum in Eqn. 37 to np =
√
(T/2π) gives≃ −∆N/2. This
shows that averaging an ensemble of Argand diagrams gives the additional
condition that the real component of P (s) leading to a zero is ≃ 1/2.
12. Lehmer’s Phenomenon.
One consequence of the Riemann Hypothesis is based on the product form
of ζ in terms of its zeros. It states that Z ′/Z is monotonic between ze-
ros, which implies that it is not possible for Z to approach zero without
changing sign, for example having a local minimum with a positive value.
In geometrical terms, this applies to Θ − φ, as seen in Figure 34. In
some of the earliest calculations using digital computers, Lehmer noted
places where this forbidden behavior nearly occurred, leading to a possi-
ble contradiction with RH[4, Sec. 8.3.]. One of the occurrences of Lehmer’s
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Figure 36: Limac¸on for σ = 1/2, Gram points 6707→ 6709.
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Figure 37: Enlarged center portion of Figure 36.
Phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2, near the center of the front edge,
which is between Gram points 6707 and 6708. The limac¸on representa-
tion of this point in Figure 36 demonstrates the “nonzero close approach”
shows this in terms of the Riemann-Siegel equation:
The dashed red line is the locus of P (s) on this interval. Radii extend
from the origin to points on P (s), from each of which its conjugate radius
ends at the solid blue line representing ζ(s). Because σ = 1/2, the lengths
of each connected pair of lines are equal. At this scale, it appears that the
ζ function reaches a cusp at the origin. The enlarged version in Figure
37 reveals, however, that there is a very small “loop” creating two very
closely spaced zeros.25
25The points of the curve were computed at much smaller δt than the limac¸on lines.
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Figure 38: The Hurwitz functions ζ(s, j/k) for the k = 7 Dirichlet L-functions
of s = .5 + 10911.9951i.
This “close approach” led Lehmer to speculate that under slightly different
conditions, there could have been an extremum which did not lead to a
zero, in violation of RH. Edwards goes on to state that this “must give
pause to even the most convinced believer in the Riemann hypothesis”[4,
Sec. 8.3].
13. Other ζ Functions
The application of geometrical methods to the Hurwitz ζ and Dirichlet
L-functions shows that they can also be represented by the Argand sum
with geometric continuation. These functions display Euler spirals which
are not necessarily equal in length to their corresponding initial steps.
The nth step has length 1/(n+ a)−σ and angle −tlog(n+ a), with angle
differences correspondingly defined. Therefore, the Argand diagrams do
not display the detailed symmetry, even for σ = 1/2, unless a is 0 or an
integer. There is a final spiral, whose center is the continued value, based
on the analysis above.
To illustrate, the set of Dirichlet L-functions for k = 7 combine the charac-
ters in Table 2 and the Hurwitz zeta functions shown in Figure 38, where
s = .5 + 10911.9951i, a zero of ζ. Because this is a zero, the function
ζ(s, r/7) for r = 7 ends the origin.
Further research should reveal applications of the geometric methods dis-
played here to these functions.
8 Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that a comprehensive visual, as opposed to sym-
bolic, understanding of ζ(s) results from: the geometrical analysis of the
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symmetry of original steps and their conjugate regions; the identification
of spiral centers; the location of the symmetry center P (s); the application
of Landau’s sum; and the representation of the Riemann-Siegel equation
by the limac¸on. A new description of analytic continuation is given, and
primes steps are recognized as the ones which facilitate the transition from
1 + i0 at the end of the first step to the origin for ζ-zeros. Generalized
ζ functions can be examined by the same techniques, with the restriction
that they lack the detailed symmetry principle.
It is the author’s belief that the Riemann Hypothesis is correct. Its proof
requires demonstrating that the two values P (s) and n1−2σp P (1− s) with
s = 1/2± ǫ+ it cannot have the same amplitude.
For any interesting mathematical or physical concept, multiple approaches
to understanding are beneficial, both to facilitate transmission of ideas and
to make new discoveries. As Richard Feynman put it, ”Every theoretical
physicist who is any good knows six or seven different theoretical expla-
nations for exactly the same physics.” (The Character of Physical
Law.)
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